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Abstract This article aims to address the song-form of moda-de-viola: a music genre considered genuinely Brazilian and of rural origin; however, it was disseminated by the record industry throughout the twentieth century. The issue will be addressed by analyzing the constituent elements of this musical genre, which was based on a bibliographical review of authors who have systematically studied the topic, which was in contrast to studies conducted by the author of this article. So, the exposition of this analysis will be accomplished by revealing the elements that are necessarily present in every moda-de-viola, followed by those elements which eventually appear on compositions. This exposition will, however, be preceded by an introduction that seeks to contextualize the relevance of this reflection for the study of moda-de-viola itself. This argument is readdressed in the final considerations of the article, which looks forward to presenting new research possibilities suggested (or reopened) by this reflection, followed by a brief overview of what was previously present.
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1. Introduction

In November 2015, I had the opportunity to present some partial results of a work that I had developed as a research visitant in the Department of Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Studies of King’s College London.

This occurred during the Latin American Music Seminar, which was set up by Institute of Latin American Studies and by the Institute of Musical Research of the ‘School for Advanced Study’ of The University of London. At such event, that took place on the 7th of November in London Senate House, my presentation addressed the Rules of Composition for modas-de-viola: a rural Brazilian song-form and, as the title suggests, it aimed to outline the conventions used by the composers of a typical Brazilian genre known as moda-de-viola.

This article corresponds to the extended content of such presentation and also details some important aspects that could not be mentioned accordingly due to notorious time limitations, but were essential to provide credibility and support to the arguments there presented. Moreover, this article incorporates some improvement suggestions as well, which were provided to me by some experts in Latin-American music, who had attended such event, to whom I am very grateful.

As follows, this article aims to present the song-form moda-de-viola through a structural model that present their constitutive elements in a didactic manner, which facilitates its comprehension by the international public to which this music genre (typical of central southern Brazil), is unknown, at least until now.

The way this structural model was elaborated will be addressed later in this article. Until then, however, it is worth emphasizing the context to which this reflection belongs to: the search for universal aspects in moda-de-viola. Initially this research was linked to the hypotheses that the narratives presented in the lyrics of the compositions of this music genre comprised humanistic elements that belonged to other literature narratives in general as well. However, this dynamics of research ended up conducting me to a very unpredictable and surprising path: that of which the universal can be found in what is specific, that is, within the rules used by the composers of such deeply rooted Brazilian music genre.

Thus, this is the broadest context to which this reflection belongs to, which encompasses the following theoretical presumptions: every music genre has its own rules or formal conventions that are used by composers who take them into consideration in order to get legitimate response from the public. Consequently, this was the first universal aspect of moda-de-viola, whose comprehension I was able to develop and share with the audience at the Latin American Music Seminar and now take the chance to reveal in this article.

2. Consciousness & Legitimacy

Moda-de-viola is a genuine Brazilian style of music that
has something very unique as well as universal: that is its composing conventions. Unique because they are solely applied to compositions regarding this music genre; and universal because the fact of having such conventions integrates it to other music genres, which have likewise their own conventions.

Therefore, the objective of this article is to explain these composing conventions. The content to be presented corresponds to part of an ongoing research in King’s College, addressing the universal principles of moda-de-viola, which has been accomplished as research visitant.

In order to comprehend and, consequently, explain the composing conventions of moda-de-viola, I have combined analytical hearings to the work of other authors who have dedicated themselves to systematically analyze the structural elements in moda-de-viola. The results of such confrontation, in addition to the examples that illustrate every element, correspond to the content of this article.

Before pointing out the elements that constitute moda-de-viola, which correspond to the aspect that every composer must consider when elaborating a new moda, it is worth understanding the relevance of such issue when studying moda-de-viola. Such relevance may be comprehended for instance by observing one of the first reflections on the form of the moda-de-viola in which Mário de Andrade affirms:

*Caipiras* confidently distinguish a moda.

It distinguishes itself from others for it is a retelling of a tale more or less sensational, or of an important event of the routine told a story. Thus, it is considerably rare that a legitimate caipira singer sings a moda in a series of -verse-strophes. (ANDRADE, 1989, p. 342-343)

The first aspect that draws our attention in the aforementioned definition is the one in which Mário de Andrade says that the legitimate *caipira*, that is the peasant who lives in the southern east of Brazil, precisely identifies a moda-de-viola. This is the first relevant aspect for this study, which is directly correlated to the objective of this article: the legitimacy among the public. Thus, one who may dedicate itself to the composition of a new piece of moda-de-viola was aware that the public recognized the genre. Without public legitimacy there would be no recognition whatsoever; consequently no success.

Another important aspect in this definition regards the part in which the author says that it would be “extremely rare that a legitimate country singer (caipira) sings as a moda, which is a series of four-verse-strophes.” (ANDRADE, 1989, p. 342-343). Notice that the legitimacy issue is evident here. However, this time applied to the interpreter of a moda-de-viola who, according to the author, knew what was singing when interpreting a song of this music genre. It is assumable that the interpreter knew (or should know) the conventions of interpretation of a moda-de-viola and that a composer was supposed to be acquainted with them.

Nothing but the lyrics of some moda-de-viola would best reveal the consciousness that both the composers and the interpreters had over the necessity to learn (and embody) composing conventions regarding this music genre. See for instance the song *Padecimento*, which was recorded by TiãoCarreiro e Pardinho. Following the first two strophes, in which the narrator talks about unfortunate love adventures and also how being a violeiro (ten-string viola player) helps him overcome his sadness. He mentions his abilities to compose “happy and sad moda whenever convenient”, which evidences that he knows how to handle the necessary elements to provoke happiness and sadness within those who listen to them.

In this strophe, he also affirms that many people wish to have such a talent, but they do not. However, he considers it “a gift from God”. It is known, with regards to the work of Norbert Elias (1994) on Mozart, that this idea of a gift often obscures a learning process, as well as knowledge and dedication demanded from the musician in order to develop the ability to manipulate well the music elements of a specific time and environment to which it belongs.

And, in the last strophe of the moda *Padecimento*, the narrator explains how he learned to play viola caipira and to compose modas-de-viola:

> Then, in order to learn how to sing along with the *viola*,
> the first study I had
> I have learned with an old violeiro that used to compose impossible *moda*
> Consequently, I am a new violeiro, but I also want to be mad
> I compose *moda* of good people and of uncorrectable ones
> Every *moda* that I invent include ruler, lever and plum line.
> Then, thinking carefully, a violeiro really enjoys his life.

> It is noticeable that the narrator learned how to sing *viola* as an old violeiro who used to compose “impossible *moda*”, which meant sophisticated modas that would impress listeners with his ability to do what seemed impossible for many people.

This reveals the traditional method of transmitting skills in a master disciple relationship. But, the fact is that he had to learn with someone that knew how to compose – someone that knew the conventions of composition for moda-de-viola. And now, after learning with an old violeiro, he does different compositions making exclusively use of “ruler, lever and plum line”. This is, therefore, an expression that

---

1 Original text: O caipira distingue com certa firmeza o que seja uma moda. Esta se distingue por ser o reconto dum caso qualquer mais ou menos sensacional, ou dum fenômeno importante da vida quotidiana, historiado. Assim, é bem raro que um cantador caipira legitimo cante como sendo uma moda uma serie de quadras soltas. (ANDRADE, 1989, p. 342-343)

2 Original text: Ai, pra aprender cantar de viola, primeiro estudo que eu tive, Aprendi com um violeiro velho que fazia moda impossivel. Pois, eu sou um violeiro novo, mas tambem quero ser terrivel. Faço moda de gente boa e de algum incorrigivel. Toda moda que eu invento ocupo regua, prumo e nivel. Ai, pensando bem, um violeiro com prazer no mundo vive
plainly affirms that the ability to compose modas was the result of the development of specific elements that the narrator presents here. These elements allude to measurement instruments typical of civil construction, which back then was the professional sector that received many migrants coming from the rural country, who did not have the specific professional qualification of urban environments (DURHAM, 1973).

In another piece of moda called Minha Vida, also recorded by the duo Tião Carreiro e Pardinho, the narrator is pride of his ability to compose modas, renewing his repertoire when the audience got bored of the old songs.

Composer good modas when the public is bored
Composer “modas dobradas” and very picked
To avoid difficult situation in the parties

However, in contrast with the previous moda, he mentions the structural elements of the moda-de-viola without making use of any analogy. In certain moments, he explicitly mentions the modas dobradas, which corresponds to a specific strophe size: the double of the basic strophe.

This same element, with a different name though, appears in a different composition: Consagração, which was also recorded by the duo Tião Carreiro e Pardinho. In this piece, the narrator says that another violheiro challenges him to sing a moda of double verse; that is, a moda dobrada.

I was asked to sing a doubled verse
I played deftly repicado on the viola
I saluted the host and all the guests

Another element of composition emphasized in lyrics of this moda is repique. In the aforementioned lyrics, the narrator says that the violheiro played “deftly repicado on the viola”; that is, he played repique on the viola. Notice that in a single moda it is possible to realize the presence of two structural elements of the genre: the doubled verse and the repique.

There would also be some other examples that could be used here to evidence this consciousness regarding the structural elements of a moda-de-viola and its coordination to composing conventions. However, a final element is enough for now, which will also be the end of the introduction and the prelude for the next topic: the moda Gato de Três Cores.

After mentioning, in the first strophe, the invitation the narrator received to play in a Corpus Christi, in the second strophe he depicts the impact of repique on his viola:

We got to this party and the gate banged
A happy man welcomed me
There inside there were many of his folks
Immediately served with distilled alcohol and I drank it
My old chest suddenly thrilled

I played repique in the pinho and the strings moaned
I called the party maker, he attended me
Let’s go to the living-room as time has been victorious

The first interesting aspect in the lyrics of this moda-de-viola, within the context of this article, is that it cited one specific element, which holds the same name that Rafael Garcia (2001) observed: repique. In these lyrics, the composer transforms the adjective repique into a verb, which is unfortunately missed in this translation in English: “I played repique in the pinho and the strings moaned”. Pinho alludes to the country guitar (viola caipira), referring to the wood that is traditionally used to graft a viola, as well as other musical instruments.

Another interesting aspect found in the lyrics of such moda is the description of the context and the effects of the repique. The context is the performance of a violheiro in a party and, consequently, the expectation that the public held when listening to his modas. The use of repique is equivalent to that of the modas-de-viola, which was recorded: the beginning of everything; that is, the announcement that a moda is coming next.

Lastly, the effect that can be observed in the verse “the strings moaned”, which corresponds to a sort of symbolic representation of the effect caused by the repique, which is able to convince the violheiro that the time of challenging another player has arrived and that he was ready for it.

Here is another clear example of the knowledge that such composers and interpreters were expected to have regarding the structural elements in order to reach the objective, enabling not only the success and the recognition of the moda but also the grasping of the narrative.

3. Repique & Recortado

Moda-de-viola is essentially composed of two parts: one is the singing part, which is always performed in duets; and another instrumental, which is played in the country guitar called, in Brazil, viola caipira. Actually, the viola is an essential instrument in moda-de-viola, as suggested the name of this music genre: where “moda” alludes to a kind of music that tells a story; and “de-viola” suggests that the song is followed by the viola caipira.

The viola caipira is an instrument that came from Europe, but underwent adaptations in Brazil, particularly regarding the tuning, which gives certain identity and authenticity to the so-called música caipira, of which the moda-de-viola is a music sub-genre. The following picture illustrates one typical viola used in the interpretation of the modas-de-viola.

---

Original text: Fazer modas boas \ Quando o povo enjoe \ Fazer modas dobradas \ E bem selecionadas \ Pras festas que for \ Não passar calor
Original text: Me pediu que eu cantasse um verso dobrado \ Bati a viola bem repicado \ Saudê o festeiro e todos os convidados
Original text: Chegamos na festa que o portão bateu \ O festeiro alegre me recebeu \ Lá pra dentro estava uns amigos seus \ Já veio uma pinga, tudo ali bebeu \ Meu peito velho já desenvolveu \ Repiquei no pinho que as cordas gemeu \ Chamei o festeiro, ele me atendeu \ Vamos lá pra sala que a hora venceu"
A **moda-de-viola** always starts with an instrumental part, which precedes the singing part. This instrumental part is called *repique* or *recortado*, and its presence, before the first strophe and between other strophes, correspond to the first mandatory element in *moda-de-viola*.

Resulting from the combination of chords played on a typical rhythmic figure, the *repique* (or *recortado*) in the beginning of a *moda-de-viola* draws the attention of the listeners to the beginning of the singing part. This can be observed in the following figure, which corresponds to the transcription of the *moda Boiadeiro Punho de Aço*, transcribed by Rafael Garcia.

In this figure, the first two lines correspond to the voices of the singers while the third correspond to the *viola caipira*. The *repique/recortado* occupies the first four compasses of the *moda* and its end presents the beginning of the duet singing.

Sometimes, the initial *recortado* is similar to the *recortado* played between the strophes as showed in the following figure, which corresponds to the same *moda Boiadeiro Punho de Aço* mentioned before.

And as well as the initial *recortado* that draws the attention of the listener to the beginning of the song, the *recortado* between the *strofes* also has a specific function. They create a sort of suspense in the narrative, that is interrupted in specific moments by this instrumental part, that also enables the listener to assimilate what is narrated in the strophes (SANT’ANNA, 2000) (GARCIA, 2011).

Therefore, the essential parts for every *moda-de-viola* are assorted according to a diagram, presented in the following figure, in which the *recortado* announces the singing part, which is divided in strophes that are always intercalated by a second *recortado*.

So far the considerations were based on the analyses that I carried out during my Phd research, as well as on the observation of Rafael Garcia (2011), which were made during some research that he accomplished for his master degree, that specifically addressed the analyzes of the structure of such music genre.
topic, I showed the mandatory elements. But, before starting the explanation of the optional elements, in the next topic, I will better explain the singing part.

4. Recitative Singing

In theory, there are no moda-de-viola without repique and recortado, which were previously addressed. Likewise, there are no moda-de-viola without singing, which was called recitative (ANDRADE, 1989) since the first systematic analyzes of such music genre carried out by Mario de Andrade in the beginning of 20th century, who said that this singing part submits (and sometimes subverts) the rest of the song. It submits because every element of a moda-de-viola - seems to exist in order to call the attention to the story narrated by the singing part; and it subverts because the time and the metric of the song are often suspended and subdivided in favor of the drama of the narrative revealed in the lyrics.

Another author that observed this preponderance of the singing was Alex Dent: “Moda de viola, by contrast, has no choruses, so that the alternation between eight-line (or nine-line) verses and seven-line verses is what marks progress. In terms of musical form therefore, an evening performance goes back and forth between one or the other form of communicative practice, providing the structuring principle of the passage of time. In one modality, time unfolds according to a prescribed beat throughout the song. In another, the passage of time unfolds according to the words, with musical pauses and starts following from those words.” (DENT, 2009, p. 208)

However, despite the subversion, the recitative singing generally happens within very strict conventions. First of all, there is no chorus in moda-de-viola. Instead, the entire singing part is divided in strophes with the same number of lines. Lines are formulated in sentences with a number of syllables, which follow a common regularity.

Moreover, the singing of such strophe happens according to the melody that repeats itself equally in every strophe. Melody is repeated by double voices according to a specific harmonic interval that usually is of thirds and sixth. This same melody of the singing is also repeated in a ponteado done on the viola caipira during the singing as if it were a third voice.

Notice, for instance, the size of the strophes in lines and the latter divided in syllables following the rhyme. The following picture aims to highlight the metrics along an entire piece of moda-de-viola. The example selected is the same moda whose transcription was mentioned previously in this article: Boiadeiro Punho de Aço.

This figure shows the number of each line; the bars “/” indicate syllable separation; the parenthesis “()” indicate the number of syllables of each verse; and the yellow highlights evidence the rhyme parts.

**Figure 5.** Verses (lines) and syllables of each strophe of moda Boiadeiro Punho de Aço
As noticeable, the rhyme repeats itself along the entire *moda*, always at the same place. In addition, the *moda* has a fixed number of eight verses, which explain why it is called *dobrada* (duplicated). According to the authors that have addressed such topic, this a typical strophe size used in *moda-de-violas*, which, according to BERNADELI (1991), the most favorite among composers of the twentieth century.

Another aspect depicted on the previous figure is the number of verses that comprises the strophe and its respective number of syllables. As we can see, the strophes of the *moda* used as an example are composed of verses of seven syllables (the first and fifth verses) and nine syllables (other verses). Those are, therefore, compound or double strophes; however, whose metric remains the same along the entire *moda*. Such occurrences are not exceptions, but one constitutive elements of conventions in composition in *moda-de-viola*. The interruption of such metrics, as we can see in the topic, has its own conventions: the *levante* and the *baixão*.

The size of the strophe, either in number of verses or in number of syllables, is an aspect that was addressed by the majority of the authors that have dedicated themselves to systematically analyze *moda-de-viola*. Regarding this consensus, however, Mário de Andrade (1989) added the cases in which *modas* appear with strophes of 3 and 10 verses; Amadeu Amaral (1948) of 6; Bernadeli (1981) of 2, 12, 14, 16, 9, 11 and 13; and Garcia (2011) of 5.

When it comes to the number of syllables, the consensus among authors are the verses composed of 5 and 7 syllables. To this consensus Zamboni (1987) has added the cases in which *modas* have 11 syllables; Bernadeli (1991) of 6, 8 and 10; and Garcia (2011) of 11 and 12 syllables. Curiously, however, is that the *moda* used here as example has a number of syllables that were not, apparently, observed by any of these authors: the one with 9 syllables.

Beyond that, as previously mentioned, the melody of the *recitative singing* is also regular. Thus, the example of the rhyme of the amount of verses and syllables in the verses, as well as the melody, also repeat equally every each strophe.

In the beginning of this topic, it was affirmed that the singing part occurs in voice duets, which is sung in intervals of thirds or sixths. Indeed, this is the general convention; but, as previously highlighted by Garcia (2011), this does not mean that such distance among voices remain continuously the same along the entire singing of a *moda*. An example of the dynamics of such voices in a *moda-de-viola* can be observed in the following figure, elaborated based on the transcription of the first strophe of the same *moda Boiadeiro Punho de Aço*.

The transcription used as reference to the following figure is the same as the one previously showed made by Rafael Garcia.

---

Figure 6. Singing part of the first strophe of *moda Boiadeiro Punho de Aço*
Some *modas* are sung *a cappella*, limiting, consequently, the use of *violão caipira* during the singing. However, the *violão caipira* often follows the singing part by repeating (play *ponteado*), the same melody that is sung.

These elements, viewed until this point, are obligatory in all *modas-de-viola*. In the next topic, we will see other elements found only in some compositions of this genre music.

5. Optional Elements

As mentioned in the previous topic, the strophes in a *moda-de-viola* must always respect equal sizes. This is an aspect that may be observed right in the first strophe. This is a general convention and its interruption also has determined patterns: the *levante* and the *baixão*.

The majority of authors that carry out systematic analyzes on *moda-de-viola* point out the often presence of these two elements, which have, according to Maria Bernadeli (1991), only two verses. Even though this definition is not definitive, it is possible to say that the number of verses, either in *baixão* or in *levante*, is frequently smaller than the strophes of a *moda-de-viola*, which represents, consequently, an interruption of the metrics.

However, according to the analyzes performed by the authors that address this topic, as Amadeu Amaral (1948), Mário de Andrade (1989), Zamboni (1987), Garcia (2011) and Bernadeli (1991), *levante* may only appear before the first strophe whereas *baixão* is placed in the end of the *moda*. The reason why this convention is intimately related to the function is that they have.

- *levante*: draws the attention to the beginning of the singing narrative that is about start;
- *baixão*: draws the attention to the conclusion of the narrative sung by the recitative singing.

Concerning the two elements that appear occasionally in a *moda-de-viola*, Rafael Garcia (2011), in his master’s degree research, has added other three elements: *ponteado* (also called *ponteio*), *catira* and *declamation*.

*Ponteado* correspond to a specific way of playing *violão caipira*, which is different from that used in the *repique* and *recortado* mentioned in the previous topic. More melodic than rhythmic (GARCIA, 2011, p.165), its sound highlights the singularity of the strings of the *violão caipira*, doubled in pairs, which corresponds to one single music note. However, one octave of difference and it occasionally appears in the introduction of some *modas-de-viola* as, for instance, the song *O Mineiro e O Italiano*, which was also recorded by the duo Tião Carreiro e Pardinho.

The *declamation* is another occasional element in *moda-de-viola*, which is highlighted by Garcia (2011). It is not sung, but recited as a poem and, in contrast to the *levante* and *baixão*, there is no determined place for it to appear in a composition of the genre.

In my doctorate research, which was accomplished based on fifty *modas-de-viola* of the duo Tião Carreiro e Pardinho, only one presented a summary, which is herein addressed: the *declamation*. It is the song *Boiada Cuiabana*. Throughout his narrative, the story alludes to an episode of the life of a cowboy who, after leading the cattle to the state of Mato Grosso, meets a woman from Paraguay (country that borders the state of Mato Grosso) on the way back and he falls in love deciding to take her with him.

And, in the middle of the recitative song *Boiada Cuiabana*, there is a *declamation* before the last strophe, which also comprises a second declamation: the first one is the one that refers to the cowboy, who is the narrator of the story, whereas the *declamation* that surges is the beautiful Paraguayan lady, who declares his love to him. After that, in the last part of declamation, the narrator told:

The cowboys in the ranch were bound to go
On a perfumed rosebush, the birds sing
My donkey seemed to guess
That I would not leave alone
My love followed me

The *catira*, the last optional element in a *moda-de-viola*, added Rafael Garcia, corresponds either to a type of rhythm. The following figure, taken from his master’s degree dissertation (GARCIA, 2011, p.172), corresponds to the transposition of the song *Eu Gosto* composed by Luiz de Castro and Braz Aparecido and interpreted by the duo Vieira and Vieirinha. Its shows the rhythm of *catira* that combines *recortado* with clap hands and tap dance.

---

* Figure 7. Music sheet of a rhythmic element of *catira* in *moda Eu Gosto*

So, more than a *rhythmic beat*, *catira* is a kind of dance.

---

6 Original text: E os boiadeiro no rancho estavam prontos para a partida / Numa roseira cheirosa, os passarinhos cantava, / A minha besta ruana parece que adivinhava / Que eu sozinho não partia, / Meu amor me acompanhava
whose performance cause grate dramatic impact in the rural context, particularly when the floor is made of wood. Catireiros, who used to dance catira, wore boots that hit the floor so strongly that it made this loud noise which filled the whole place. Thus, the presence of catira in the modas-de-viola used to have strong emotional appeal to the ears of the listeners, which would remind them of happy moments of celebration in the country.

Although there is an emotional appeal provoked by the rhythmic beat of the clap hand and foot tapping in a moda, catira does not overtake the recitative singing, what occurs only the intervals between strophes.

Briefly, the recitative singing, recortado are the obligatory elements that are present in every moda-de-viola; whereas baixão, levante, ponteado, declamation and catira are optional elements that may or may not be present in modas. The following figure shows schematically the position of all these aforementioned elements, indicating the mandatory ones in blues and the occasional ones in red:

![Mandatory and occasional elements in a moda-de-viola](image)

**Figure 8.** Mandatory and occasional elements in a moda-de-viola

### 6. Final Considerations

As addressed in this article, the structure of a moda-de-viola is composed of different elements that together define its musical form. Although such element may be occasionally found in other music genres, this unique combination is what defines a moda-de-viola, which might be reduced to a minimum combination of repique and recortado with recitative singing.

However, the simple presence of the elements addressed in this article does not guarantee the success of a moda-de-viola. Despite the legitimacy that such elements give to a composition, one important aspect is necessary to complete and provide meaning to the other, which is the narrative that takes place in the strophe.

In the article Moda-de-viola enquanto literatura: a quintessência da sabedoria caipira, I show that the narratives performed in moda-de-viola always tells a story that do not only refers to the social reality of the listener, which may be primarily composed of peasants, but also of literature.

Thus, the history of Brazilian peasants did not only reflect in the narrative of such modas but it also permitted the public to transcend the limitations imposed by their harsh reality. Furthermore, as common in literature, such narratives had the potential to educate the listener to life, which not only refers to the practical aspects, for instance regarding the society as well as professional and family issues, but also the humanization and the sensibility towards beauty.

However, analyzing the narrative is a very extensive accomplishment, which would demand another reflection. My doctorate thesis, for instance, addressed solely the narratives of one single duo of interpreters, applying a more sociological than a literature theory approach. In order to complement the sociological analyzes, I have started a research in King’s College with purpose of readdressing the same object of research (modas-de-viola by Tião Carreiro e Pardinho) with a different perspective of analysis.

Thus, whereas the doctorate research has focused on the historical role and the regional aspects in which such moda-de-viola represented to the audience, the aim now is to comprehend the universal elements, which refer to narrative aspects that may be comprehended even if they were out of their historical context, as they are also found in general literature.

Initially, the purpose of this new ongoing research is to analyze such universal element found in the narratives of modas-de-viola by means of a comparative analysis, which may comprise some works of universal literature. However, the development dynamics of the research, primarily within the interactions with the research group of the Department of Latin American, Spanish and Portuguese Studies of the Art and Humanities Faculty of King’s College, has drawn my attention to the element that I now consider as the first universal aspect, if not the most elementary among modas-de-viola: their conventions of composition.

The reflection developed in this article is not and does not aim to be the only regarding the conventions of composition in modas-de-viola. A complementary reflection of the narratives and its possible relation on the elements herein addressed are potential new topic to be developed. However, for the moment, the results here presented correspond to the first findings opened by new research perspectives and reflections. The evidence that the universal elements are often found among the most specific and unique.

**Note:** All songs mentioned in this article can be found and heard on YouTube.
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